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	News
	International	[image: alt]
Turkish police detains 8 suspected Israeli spies

	[image: alt]
US lifts ban on New Zealand fish exports

	[image: alt]
Taiwan’s 7.3 magnitude earthquake leaves four dead, many injured

	[image: alt]
Eight migrants die in Albania auto crash

	[image: An Open Letter To Prime Minister Netanyahu]
Israeli PM, Netanyahu, bans Al Jazeera from broadcasting in the country








	Politics	[image: alt]
‘Go back to library to get the facts’, Presidency replies Atiku over Lagos-Calabar highway criticism

	[image: alt]
Abuja Court restrains Secondus from attending PDP NEC, BoT meetings

	[image: alt]
‘Let’s avoid another Bayelsa drama’, Ondo APC guber aspirant calls for probe into Aiyedatiwa’s certificate

	[image: alt]
NLC voids convention that returned Abure as LP chairman

	[image: alt]
Aiyedatiwa revalidates APC membership in Ondo





	Business	[image: Fire outbreak leaves Nigeria's crude oil export on the decline]
Oil-for-cash-deal: Afreximbank to release $1bn balance to Nigerian govt in May

	[image: alt]
FBN Holdings moves to raise N300bn through private placement, rights issue

	[image: alt]
CBN bans use of foreign currency as collateral for naira loans

	[image: alt]
NGX: Abbey Mortgage, Champion stocks tumble as investors shed N220bn in five hours

	[image: alt]
CBN sells dollars to BDCs below market rate at N1,101/$1, in continued defence of naira





	Investigations	[image: alt]
INVESTIGATION: In Kwara, multimillion-naira milk processing plant is abandoned, converted to a chicken outlet

	[image: alt]
SPECIAL REPORT: For Sokoto communities, promise of healthcare is akin to death sentence

	[image: alt]
ICYMI…SPECIAL REPORT: NNPCL hides behind PIA to frustrate disclosure, accountability

	[image: alt]
INVESTIGATION: Multi-million naira Ekiti resort center remains uncompleted a decade after
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SPECIAL REPORT: Torturous experiences of students with disabilities in Oyo tertiary institutions
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FACT CHECK: Is this road in Northern Nigeria?
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FACT CHECK: Are these corpses of traders killed by bandits in Niger State?

	[image: KWARA targets foreign grants, approves N232m to fund primary healthcare]
Fact Check: Has Kwara govt approved a second phase disbursement of ‘Owo Arugbo’
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FACT CHECK: Did Donald Trump criticize Nigerians for complaining about Tinubu’s govt?
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FACT CHECK: Did a boy from Enugu build a bomb?
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Salah rescues point for Liverpool in Man Utd thriller

	[image: alt]
Arsenal thrash Brighton to go top after Man City win at Palace

	[image: alt]
Leverkusen on brink of Bundesliga title as Bayern crumble

	[image: alt]
Super Falcons take first-leg lead in Olympics qualifier against S’Africa

	[image: alt]
Palmer wins seven-goal thriller for Chelsea as Liverpool also win to go top





	Tech	[image: alt]
Tesla settles out of court with family of Apple engineer who died in fatal Model X crash

	[image: alt]
Tiktok set to launch new app to rival Zuckerberg’s Instagram

	[image: alt]
Meta asks US judge to dismiss antitrust lawsuit by FTC, 48 states

	[image: alt]
Google unveils ‘Lookup’ feature to identify unknown callers on Android

	[image: alt]
Snapchat disables contentious ‘Solar System’ function after bad press





	Naira Watch	[image: Naira exchanges for N562 per dollar, as CBN moves to stop the slide]
Naira appreciates to ₦1,230/$1 as CBN intensifies defence of local currency

	[image: alt]
Naira closes week on a positive note, appreciates to ₦1251/$1

	[image: alt]
Naira recovery against dollar continues, trades at ₦1255/$1

	[image: alt]
Naira recovery continues, trades at ₦1,278/$1 at official window

	[image: Naira continues free fall against U.S dollar]
Naira falls by 0.7%, exchanges for N1, 309/$ at official market
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